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Chapter pages in book: (p. 13 - 65)sharply. New England's cities remain at the top, with outlays averaging
$34.49 per person, but they are followed closely by the cities of the
Pacific states, while those of the Middle Atlantic states rank third. Rank-
ing seventh, eighth and ninth are the cities of the WestNorth Central,
East South Central and West South Central states. These threedivisions,
in different order, also rank seventh, eighth and ninth with respect to
mean total general operating expenditures.
Table 5 reveals that this same general rank pattern prevails for mean
per capita expenditures on police,fire protection and general control, with
the highest average expenditures regularly found for cities inNew England
and the Middle Atlantic and Pacific states and the lowestin the West
North Central, East South Central and West South Central states.There
is some deviation from this pattern, however, inthe case of operating
expenditures for highways, and the pattern is quite completely lostin the
cases of recreation and sanitation.
Mean per capita expenditures for cities grouped within thefour geo-
graphic regions suggest that for all categories of expenditure excepttotal
general operating, recreation, and sanitation, citiesin the Northeastern
and Western states exhibit average expenditure levels that areconsistently
high and, on the whole, not very different in magnitude.North Central
and Southern cities, on the other hand, spent decidedlylesser average
amounts which also differ comparatively littlefrom each other. However,
with respect to mean per capita total general operatingexpenditures, the
$68.80 spent by Northeastern cities sets themdistinctly apart from the
other three regions, whose average per capita outlays rangefrom $41.72
to $36.52. Similarly, with respect torecreation, Western city expendi-
tures, at $3.36 per capita, are markedlyhigher than the $2.31 to $2.16
spent by cities of the South, the Northeast,and the West Central states.
But these same cities of the Western region spent only $3.27 percapita
for sanitation, considerably less than the $4.65 spentby the cities of the
third-ranking North Central region.
These very substantial differences indicate thatinfluences shaping city
expenditure extend well beyond individual statelines.
FACTORS ASSOCIATED WITH VARIATIONS
IN CITY EXPENDITURES
In recent years several students of public financehave concluded that
there is a significant and positive relationship betweenmunicipal expendi-
tures per capita and the population sizeof the city. For a group of fifty-six
second and third class cities in New York State, coveredin a study con-
ducted by Donald H. Davenport, there was observedpositive correlation
13between per capita expenditures and population size.1 Mabel L. Walker
found that "per capita costs of government increase rapidly as the popu-
lation increases."9 Similar statements have been published by Berolz-
heimer, CoIm and associates, Fabricant, and Hansen and Perloff.2°
The group working under Gerhard CoIm at the New School in 1935
also found a positive relationship between per capita "wealth" and police
expenditure per capita. and Brecht was able to conclude that density of
population and per capita expenditures are closely related.21
The scope of the inquiry pursued by Professor Amos H. Hawley in
an article published in 1951is much broader than that of any of its
predecessors. His data pertains to seventy-six central cities of 100,000
or more population (1940) and their metropolitan areas. Excluded arc
New York City, because of "its exceptional size," and cities which,
although large enough to qualify, lie within the metropolitanareas of
larger central cities.
Hawley examined the relation between per capita total, operating and
capital improvement expenditures and eighteen characteristics of thecen-
tral city and its metropolitan area. Of the latter, population densityand
housing density in the central city and population size,number of white
collar workers, per cent of population in incorporatedmunicipalities, per
cent of the total area population, and housing density in the satellitearea
proved to be most important in their effecton total and operating expendi-
tures.' His most interesting finding, confirming his initialhypothesis, is
18An Analysis of tire Cost of Municipal and State Governmentand the Relation of
Population to Cost of Government, Net Taxable Income andFull Value of Real
Property in New York State (1926), p. 56. The expenditure variableswere expressed
in terms of "average costs, 1917-21" per capita of 1920populations. The simple
correlation coefficients relating population size toper capita average expenditures
were as follows: total, .554; general government, .181; protection, .668;sanitation,
.496; health, .714; charities, .177; and bond interest, .443.
'5Mabel L. Walker, Municipal Expenditures (the JohnsHopkins Press, 1930).p. 117.
20Josef Berolzheinier, "Influences Shaping Expenditurefor Operation of State and
Local Governments," Tire Bulletin of the NationalTax Association, Vol. XXXII,
No. 6, p. 173; Gerhard Coim et aL, "Public Expendituresand Economic Stnicture
in the United States," Social Research, Vol. 111, 1936,p. 75; Solomon Fabricant, Tire
Trend of Government Activity in the United StatesSince 1900 (National Bureau of
Economic Research, 1952), p. 129; and, Alvin H. Hansenand Harvey S. Perloff,
State and Local Finance in the National Economy (W.W. Norton and Co., 1944),
p. 72.
21Arnold Brecht, "Three Topics in ComparativeAdministration," Public Policy,
1941, pp. 305-317.
22"Metropolitan Population and Municipal GovernmentExpenditures in Central
Cities," Journal of Social issues, Vol. VII, 1951,pp. 100-108 and supplementary
mimeographed tables, reprinted in Paul K. Hatt andAlbert J. Reiss, Jr., ed., Cities
and Society (revised, 1957), pp. 773-782.
23The multiple correlation coefficientsare .67 and .68, respectively, compared with
14that the size of municipal government expenditures in central cities is
more closely related to the population size of the satellite area than to
the population of the central city itself. Moreover, pairing population size
of the central city with such variables as population of the satellite area
and proportion of the total area population in the satellite area adds abso-
lutely nothing to the proportion of variation in the dependent variables
that is "explained."24 Thus city population size in itself appears to be of
importance oniy when other relevant variables are left out of the analysis,
as in the earlier studies noted above.
The recent study by Scott and Fedcr25 of 192 California cities with
1950 populations of 2,500 or more is comprehensive and rigorous in
its analysis. They examined the relationship between 1950 municipal
expenditures per capita (excluding public service enterprise expenditures
and those financed through special assessments) and twelve "indepen-
dent" variables, six of which they retained for their multiple regression
analysis.2° Statistically significant regression coefficients were found for
property valuations per capita (adjusted to estimated market value),
retail sales per capita, 1940-1950 rate of growth of population, and
median number of persons per occupied dwelling unit, while those for
1950 population size and density were not significantly greater than
zero.27 The multiple correlation coefficient was found to be 0.77.28
.76 and .77 when all 18 independent variables are taken into account (ibid., p. 105
and table 3). For capital outlays R = .39 when the seven variables indicated in the
text are taken into account.
24For population of the satellite area and the proportion of the total area population
in the satellite area the simple r's for the three dependent variables are .55, .56, and
.20 and .56, .58, and .17. The corresponding R's obtained when population size of
the central city and each of these two variables pertaining to the satellite areas are
coupled are .55, .56, and .20 and .56, .58, and .18 (ibid., tables 1 and 2).
25Stanley Scott and Edward L. Feder, Factors Associated with Variations in Munici-
pal Expenditure Levels (Bureau of Public Administration, University of California,
1957).
26Among the variables rejected on the basis of scatter diagrams and simple correla-
tion coefficients were median family income in 1949 and the percentage of the
population engaged in manufacturing (ibid., p. 1).
27The regression equation is:
= 42.73 + 0.000009 X1 -f- 1.022 X9 + 0.003 X3
(0.000006) (0.237) (0.0004)
-- 7.014 X4 - 0.03 1 X5 + 0.0028 X6,
(3.256) (0.013) (0.0002)
where X1 = population size; X2 = retail sales per capita; X3 = density of popula-
(ion; X4 = median number of persons per occupied dwelling unit; X5 = rate of
growth of population; X6 = property valuation per capita; and X7 = municipal
expenditures per capita (ibId., pp. 3-4).
Curvilinear correlation techniques were also used, but the details of this analysis
are not presented. Using average per capita expenditures for the years 1949 to 1951
and the same six independent variables, a coefficient of multiple correlation of 0.84
was obtained (ibid., p. ix).
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IThere appear to have been no other attempts toapply regression or
other statistical techniques to the factorsassociated with variations in
city expenditures. This part of our study developsstatistical measures of
the association between such expenditures and relatedeconomic and
demographic characteristics. In addition, we examine the differencesin
per capita expenditures of citiesgrouped according to a simple classillca-
tion which is designed to reflect, among other things, thesocio-econonhic
role of the city.
Scope and Method
Our statistical analysis of the relationships between percapita expendi-
tures and selected 'independcnt" variables is applied tofive groups of
cities. The first consists of the 462 cities having 1950populations of
25,000 or more for which the relevant data are available. As wehave
seen, forces peculiar to individual states appear toinfluence per capita
city expenditures within the various functional categories. It isdesirable,
therefore, to hold these forces constant in order to measure moreprecisely
the association between expenditures and the independent variables.Thus,
from the 462 cities we have separated three groups: thethirty-five in
California, thirty in Massachusetts and thirty-two in Ohio. While it would
have been possible to expand the scope of our analysis, no other states
offer a sample as large as thirty and it is doubtful that further analyses
would warrant the effort. The states selected represent three of the four
major geographic regions; their cities rank high (Massachusetts), about
average (California) and comparatively low(Ohio) in average general
operating expenditures per capita. They represent as well, in the same
order, cities experiencing relatively slow growth or actual decline in popu-
lation and economic activity, very rapid growth, and moderate rates of
growth.
The fifth group of cities consists of the forty, other than \Vashington,
D.C.. whose 1950 populations exceeded 250,000. These form a more
homogeneous group in terms of population size, but the major reason for
their selection is that the expenditure data are available for their over-
lying units of local government, including counties, school districts and
special districts. In addition, itis possible, for each of these cities, to
compute the ratio of the city's population to that of its metropolitan area,
as defined by the Bureau of the Census.
The principal method employed here is least-squares multiple regres-
sion analysis. That is, the solution of the "normal" equations provides
regression or estimating equations that describe the average relationships
between the dependent (per capita expenditures) and the independent
16variables, On the assumption that all of the relationships among our
variables are linear, the sum of the squared deviations of the estimated
values of the dependent variables from the observed values is reduced to
its least possible magnitude. Were we dealing with but one dependent
and one independent variable at a time, our equation would in each case
describe the line of best fit through our observed values. This conclusion
holds with respect to the multi-variate equations, except that our "line"
has not two but generally three or more dimensions.2
Our results are presented in terms of regression, "beta," elasticity and
multiple correlation coefficients. The regression coefficient is, in effect,
the "weight" assigned to a particular independent variable when the
regression equation is used to estimate per capita expenditures, the other
independent variables having been taken into account.
The usefulness of the regression coefficient is limited by the fact that
it is not independent of the Units in which the original values are expressed.
The beta coeflicient, on the other hand, is independent in this sense and
enables us to compare directly the relative importance of each of the
independent variables in "explaining" variations among cities in per
capita expenditures. It is obtained simply by multiplying the regression
coeflicient by the ratio of the standard deviation of the independent vari-
able to the standard deviation of the dependent variable. Thus a beta
coefficient of 0.5 tells us that a change of one standard deviation in the
independent variable is associated with a change in the dependent variable
equal to 0.5 of its standard deviation.35
From the regression coefficients we derive as well measures of elas-
ticity of expenditures with respect to the independent variables. The elas-
ticity coefficient may be defined as the percentage change in the dependent
251f the results are to he fully valid, the distributions of the variables must be normal
or approximately so. Obviously, in the case of the population-size variable this
ca!1diton is not fulfilled. Considerable departure from normality is found as well
in the distribution of the values of the intergovernmental revenue variable. i'his
,veut, therefore, must be kept in mind in any evaluation of the measures obtained.
Since the number of observations is large, however, even substantial departures
Irom normality are unlikely to bring gross distortion. Moreover, the statistical
ariiIiyis consistently confirms impressions gained from our scatter diagrams.
:iJTle square of the beta coefficient provides an approximation of the relative
importance of the independent variable to which it refers. Alternatively, one may
readily compute the coefficients of separate determination, each of which may be
rcarded as measuring the separate contribution of a given independent variable
to the "explanation" of variation in the dependent variable (see Frederick C. Mills,
.ctazictiilMethods,3rd edition, 1955, pp. 646-7 and Mordccai Ezekiel, Methods of
Correlation Analysis, 2nd edition. 1941, pp. 217-8). The coefficient of separate
determination is the beta coefficient of the independent variable multiplied by the
sunpie correlation coefficient measuring the degree of association between that
independent variable and the dependent variable. These correlation coefficients are
given in Appendix C.
17variable (per capita expenditure) that is associated with a 1 per cent
change in the specified independent variable, the others havingbeen
taken into account, computed at the mean points of the twovariables.
It is the regression coefficient multiplied by the ratio of the meanof the
independent variable to the mean of the dependent variable. The elasticity
coefficients, being relatives, are, like the beta coefficients, entirely com-
parable. Although these coefficients are valid approximations only for
very small changes in the independent variable, theyprovide a simple
measure of the "sensitivity" of the dependentvariable to changes in the
independent variable. We may find, for example, that there is a close
association between the two, as indicated by the value of the beta coeffi-
cient, but if the standard deviation of the independent variableis large,
the rate of change (at the mean) of the one variable with respect tothe
other may be very small.
The. coefficient of multiple correlation provides an index of the use-
fulness of the regression or estimating equation. It is a measure of the
degree of association between the dependent variable and the independent
variables combined. Its square gives us the coefficient of determination,
the proportion of variation in the dependent variable "explained" by the
independent variables.
The other statistical technique used is analysis of variance. As in its
application to amounts spent per capita by cities grouped by states, it
permits us to draw conclusions about the meaningfulness of our groupings
of cities on other bases. It enables us to state with confidence whether or
not differences among groups of cities in average levels of expendi-
ture may be due merely to chance. Essentially, analysis of variance
involves a comparison of variance, or deviations from the mean, within
groups with variance between groups.
Factors Associated with Variation in Per Capita Expenditures
of 462 Cities in 1951 - the Independent Variables
The Census Bureau's annual Compendium of City Government Finances
readily supports the widely accepted assertion that there is a positive
relationship between per capita city expenditures and population size.3'
But closer examination, based on twelve rather than six class intervals,32
31Co,npendiurn, 1951, p. 10. Per capita total general operating expenditures in 1951
are reported at $6431 for cities with populations of more than I million, $62.83
(500,000 to 1,000,000), $43.64 (250,000 to 500,000), $46.95 (100,000 to 250,000),
$43.24 (50,000 to 100,000), and $40.81 (25,000 to 50,000). Closely similar patterns
are observable in both earlier and more recent issues of the Coin pendiwn.
32The class intervals used in our analysis are 25,000 up to 250,000, 250,000 to
500,000, 500,000 to 1,000,000, and over 1,000,000.
18indicates that the relationship is at best highly superficial, for the variation
between groups of cities is not significantly greater than that within these
groups.33 However, in the case of police protection, highwaysand the
combined common functions, there does appear to bea systematic asso-
ciation between per capita expenditures and population size.34
Expenditures may be an increasing function of city size forcities with
more than 25,000 inhabitants because of diseconomies of scale, because
as the population size of the city increases more services become economi-
cally feasible or necessary, or because the population variable isassociated
with other factors, such as income and population density, which,in turn,
account for the apparent association between per capita expenditures and
city size.35 Both logic and our preliminary statistical analysis,as well as
earlier studies, appear to justify inclusion of population sizeamong our
independent variables, despite the more recent findings of Hawleyand
Scott and Feder.
Municipal expenditures under several of the major functionalcatego-
33For total general operating expenditureper capita the ratio of variance between
groups to variance within groups (F) is 1.43, a ratio attributable to chance,since the F5 value is 1.81.
34The F values are, respectively, 5.87, 2.73 and 1.99. The simplecorrelation coeffi-
cients, in the same order, are 0.24, 0.06 and 0.14 (see C-i).
35Density and population size are in fact related, thecot-relation coefficient being
0.27. Following his suggestion that per capita expenditurestend to increase with
the population size of the city, Fabricant (op. cit.,p. 129, In. 15) remarks upon
the positive relationship between city size and per capita income. Conceivably
there is such a relationship, but when the level of income ismeasured by median
family income instead of per capita income (a statistic that isnot available for
cities), it does not emerge. The simple correlation coefficient relating median
family income and population size is 0.02. Edwin Mansfield in hisrecent study
"City Size and Income, 1949," in Regional Income: Studies in Income andJVealth,
Va/nine Twenty-one (Princeton University Press for the National Bureau ofEco-
nomic Research, 1957), finds that "median incomeappears to rise with city size"
(p. 306). But Mansfield defines the city to include its metropolitan areaas defined
by the Census Bureau, uses median incomes of "consumer units," that is, families
and unrelated individuals, and includes in his analysis cities havingpopulations
ranging from 2,500 to 25,000. When each urban place is considereda city, for cities
with populations of 25,000 or more, there is little or no observable association
between city size and income. His figures are (p. 304, fn. 53):
The apparent absence of association between median family income and city size
is probably due in large measure, as Mansfield's data imply, to the tendency for
higher income families in metropolitan areas to live in residential suburbs outside
of the core city.
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500,000 and over 2,954rics arc likcly to be associatccl with the extent to which people live close
to each other. In the case of streets and highways, for example, it seems
obvious that as the density of population increases expendituresper per-
son will decline, since it is unlikely that greater traffic volume vill offset
the fact that as population density risesper capita mileage to be main-
tained falls off. On the other hand, the need for police and fire protection
and sanitation is likely to be positively related to population density.
Our third independent variable is rate of growth of population, the
difference between 1950 and 1940 expressedas a percentage of the 1940
population. As a city's population grows, the need for public services
increases, but per capita operating expendituresmay be expected to lag
as existing facilities are used more intensively, either because of existing
excess capacities or because budgetary allocations commonly do not keep
pace with the expansion of service requirements. We should expect, there-
fore, to find an inverse relationship between growth of populationand
per capita expenditures.
The period 1940-1950 is probably too long toserve as an ideal base
for this variable, particularly because of the impact of thewar on the first
five years. For example, one city's populationmay show a 25 per cent
rate of growth for the period, compounded of a 30per cent rise to 1946
and a decline of 5 per cent from 1946 to 1950, whileanother city with
the same decennial rate of growth may have experiencedall of it in the
postwar years. Thus, despite similar population growthover the ten-year
period, some cities may have reacheda static position while others, by
1950, were growing at an accelerating rate. This factoris likely to obscure
the association between population growth andexpenditures. Neverthe-
less, the hypothesis is sufficiently compelling towarrant statistical testing,
despite shortcomings that would be substantially reducedif reliable esti-
mates of population were available for, say, 1945or 1946.
The 1950 Census makes available, for thefirst time, estimates of per-
sonal income by cities. The fourth variableemployed in this study is
median family income for each city.36 As the incomesof members of the
community rise they may be expected to seek higherplanes of living in
the public as well as in the privatesector of the economy. People who can
afford to operate higher-valued automobilescan also afford better street
36Farnily income, rather than incomes of "familiesand unrelated persons," was
selected in order to eliminate whatwas felt to he the distorting influence insome cities of large groups of singlepersons, such as college students, reporting littleor
no income. Such persons' incomes were not believedto be sufficiently relevant.
A third alternative, per capita income, isnot available. As defined in the 1950 Census, inco.ie is essentially thesame as "personal income" reported in the
National Income accounts of the Department ofCommerce. The estimates, which
are for the calendar year 1949, were derived from interviews ofa 20 per cent sample.
20maintenance; full enjoyment ofthe former may be impossible withoutthe
latter. Similar complementaritieSmay be seen as well withrespect to
police and fire protection,recreation and sanitation. With respect to cer-
tain other functions, such aspublic welfare and health andhospitals,
however, the associationwith income could conceivably be negative.
High income levels in aparticular city, especially where theyreflect
high wages,37 require themunicipal government, in competitionwith pri-
vate employers, to payhigher wages and salaries than in alow-income
community. Moreover, to theextent that local incomeand price levels
are closelyassociated, the income level mayalso reflect prices paid by
the city for materialsand contractual services.
Finally, there is likely to be apositive association between incomeand
the value of residential propertyand hence in the size of a portion ofthe
property tax base.
After consideration ofvarious alternatives35 it was decided to statethe
fifth variable in terms of the percentageof population employed within
the corporate boundaries ofeach city in retail and wholesaletrade, per-
sonal, business and repair services,and manufacturiIig.39 This variableis
designed to take into account severalfactors, the most important of which
is the comparative extent towhich cities provide services onbehalf of
nonresidents (customers and employees)and on behalf of places of busi-
ness as such. Thelatter's contribution to the property taxbase should also
be reflected in it. In general,therefore, we should expect to find apositive
association between per capita expendituresand employment.
While it appears to be preferable tothe available alternatives, the
employment variable contains manydeficiencies. It certainly understates
the importance, in accounting forlevels of expenditure, of many kindsof
7Which seems likely when median ratherthan mean incomes are employed in the
analysis.
S8lncluding value added by manufacture percapita and per capita volumes of
is
receipts in trade and services. These wererejected because a comprehensive measure
of business activity was believedpreferable. It would make little differencewhether
e value-added or employment were usedfor manufacturing; for a random sampleof
in 47 drawn from the 462 cities thecorrelation coefficient measuring theassociation
between the two was 0.99. Fortrade and services gross receipts possesswidely
varying degrees of importance in termsof their implications for local municipal
et service requirements. A dollar in grossreceipts in wholesale trade, for example,is
not reasonably additive for our purposesto a dollar in receipts fromlocal retail
as trade, nor is the latter equivalent to adollar in mail order receipts- The various
me components of trade and servicesmight have been treated individually,but this
or would have required costly computation.On the other hand, the employmentdata
lilt, appear to be a reasonable"common denominator."
950 3°The data, originally presented inthe Census of Business, 1948, and theCensus of
e ManufactureS, 1947, for reasons ofconvenience were derived from Bureauof the
census, County and City DataBook, 1952 (A Statistical AbstractSupplement).
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services, particularly those directed to vacationers. The relative impor-
tance of manufacturing, on the other hand, is probably overstated, and
it excludes entirely employment in construction, transportation, public
utilities, mining, financial services and government, for whichcomparable
data are not available.
It is commonly believed that government fundsare spent with a freer
hand when the spending unit is not responsible for theircollection. More-
over, state aid is often the alternative to state assumption of direct fiscal
responsibility for particular functions, most frequently in the fields of
health and welfare, less often in thecases of teacher pension plans and
community colleges, highways and other functions. This feature of state
aid, together with the fact that so largea part of it is earmarked for public
welfare and education,4° which account for the largest part of city expench.-
tures on the "optional" functions, may indirectly providean approximate
quantification of differences among the states in the distributionamong
governmental units of functional responsibilities. Furthermore, insofar
as the level of municipal expenditures is determined by the availability of
funds, revenue received from other governments, which comprisedabout
20 per cent of total general revenue for cities with 25,000or more in
population in 195l,' is certainly of major importance.42
401n 1952. $365 million out of a total of $915million in state aid to Cities was
accounted for by grants-in-aid of or shared taxes earmarkedfor public welfare
and education. A further $168 million was earmarked forhighways. These three
functions, therefore, absorbed almost 60per cent of state aid received by cities.
Bureau of the Census, State Payments to Local Governmentsin 1952, p. 8.
41$97J million of total generalrevenue of $4,813 million (Conpendiwn of City
Finances in 1951, p. 26).
4211 has been objected, by ProfessorClarence Heer and Mr. Robert E. Lipsey, that
intergovernmental revenue per capita is nota truly "independent" variable. In the
case of functions supported by matched grants the level ofthe city's expenditures will, in part at least, determine theamount received in state aid. Within states,per capita grants, if distributed uniformlyamong cities, become, in effect, a part of the
constant term in our regression analysis. Thuson both counts the usefulness or
appropriateness of this variable in the within-stateanalyses is questionable. Among
cities located in different states, however,among which aid programs vary widely,
the intergovernmental revenueper capita variable appears to me to he useful because
the availability of the aid programmay still be said to iflducc the expenditure by
the city and for the reasons indicated inthe text. This view is, I believe,supported by the fact that there is, for the fortylarge-city areas, a negative correlationbetween intergovernmenta' revenue per capitaor other than education and state per capita
expenditure.s for welfare (r= .48, ce Appendix Table, C-5).
Professor Harold M. Groves, in comnte'tingon an earlier draft of this study,
suggested that "The institution of aids and sharedtaxes ...increases expenditures because it reduces inter-territorialcompettion,." That is, expenditures financed out of local taxrevenues may be heli down as aconsequence of the restraint upon local tax rates imposed byinter-I erritorial competition for residents
and business plants; thus the greater thereliance upon state funds the highermay local expenditures be expected to be,other things remaining equal.
22Thus our hypothesis that there is a positive relationship between inter-
governmental revenue4a and per capita city expenditures. Sttting the vari-
able in per capita terms does not permit direct examination of the question
of whether or not the substitution of state for city taxes, coupled with the
broader taxing powers ordinarily enjoyed by the state, is conducive to
higher municipal expenditures. The virtues of this approach, however,
appear to outweigh those of the alternativeused in preliminary analysis,
namely the ratio of state aid to locally collected taxes. This ratio was
found to vary closely with local tax receipts, particularly within states, so
that a low ratio is frequently the result of comparatively large amounts
of state aid accompanied by even larger comparative amounts in tax
receipts and, of course, high per capita expenditures. Conversely, a high
ratio is often the product of a low level of both state aid and tax collections
and is accompanied by a low level of expenditures.14
Certain other variables readily suggest themselves as candidates for
inclusion in the regression analysis. Some of these were examined. The
data concerning others are either inadequate or not available. Among the
former were the National Association of Fire iJnderwriters' ratings of city
fire departments (in terms of "deficiency points"), temperature range and
range-to-January mean ratio (difference between mean July and mean
January temperatures and the ratio of this difference to mean January
temperature) and state per capita direct expenditure on highways. in each
instance both scatter diagrams and linear correlation analysis failed to
reveal any association between the independent variable and the relevant
per capita expenditures.45
Taxable property values, if they could be obtained for all cities on a
e Of the $971 million in intergovernmental revenue $872 million consisted of state
s funds. The remaining $99 million consisted, in indeterminable proportions, of
r federal aid and a variety of local transfers, not always in the nature of aidstibid.).
44The ratio of state aid to locally collected taxes was abandoned as one of the
independent variables after it was found to be associated positively and in statisti-
g cally significant degree only with total general operating and fire protection expendi-
tures. 1 he association was consistently negative within the states of California,
se Massachusetts and Ohio. Its abandonment was the consequence of both the lack of
Y substantial statistical support for the hypothesis and the insistent and searching
d criticism of C. Harry Kahn of its use in an earlier draft of this paper.
45The usefulness of the fire department ratings is undoubtedly reduced substantially
by the fact that city departments are rated only once every twenty-five years (see
The M'unicipa! Year Hook, 1956, International City Managers' Association, 1956,
pp. 372-3).
CS For highways of like construction we should certainly expect the temperature
CS factor to influence maintenance or operating expenditures. Howe' .i,failure to
he observe a relationship between highway operating expenditures and temperature
tS may be explicable in the fact that construction specifications may beexpected to
ay take into account the influence of this factor, so that its effects may be seen in
variations in capital rather than operating costs.
23uniform basis, would undoubtedly contribute substantially to the explana-
tion of variation in expenditures; as would a more direct measure than
the employment variable of the number of nonresident persons using city
facilities. A breakdown for each city of state aid by purpose for which the
funds are earmarked would he likely to be far more useful for purposes
of the regression analysis than the simple total of intergovernmental reve-
nue. Obtaining the necessary data in each of these cases would obviously
be a major undertaking. For states in which equalization for property tax
purposes is adequately performed, however, at least the first and third of
these variables should be available.46
Results of the Regression Aimlysis
The results of the regression analysis for the 462 citiesare presented in
Tables 6, 7, and & The constant terms and regression coeflicients of
Table 6 provide the regression or estimating equations for thisgroup of
cities for each of the expenditure categories, while the coefficients of mul-
tiple correlation indicate the degree to which the observed expenditure
values correspond to those obtained by the estimating equation.47 The beta
coefficients of Table 7 give us useful measures of the relative importance
of each of the independent variables taken intoaccount in explaining
variations in per capita expenditures. Finally, the elasticity coefficients in
Table 8 provide approximations to the percentage change in theexpendi-
ture variable that is associated with a I per cent change in the independent
variable, at the mean points of the two variables.48
46Scott and Feder, op. cit.,p. 4, found that equalized property valuations per
capita for 192 California cities explained a far larger part ofvariation in city
expenditures than any of their other variables. For the regressionanalysis applied
to the forty large cities and their overlying Units of local government, itwas possible
to take into account the ratio of city to metropolitan area population andto obtain
a partial breakdown of intergovernmental revenue classified by functionor purpose
(see pp. 47-60).
47A multiple correlation coefficient of I would indicate that theobserved and esti-
mated values were identical. In this case the independent variables takeninto account
could be said to explain all of the variationamong cities in per capita expenditures.
At the other extreme, a coefficient of 0 would indicate that the independentvariables
were of no help whatever in estimating expenditures and that themean value of
such expenditures would he as good an estimateas we could obtain.
48ln Tables 6 through 20 the variates for which statisticallysignificant coefficients
were not obtained (using the 0.05 level of significance; that is, where theratio of
the coefficient to its standard error, t, is not equal to approximately2 or more) have
been deleted, with some exceptions in Tables 9 through 20relating to the cities of
California, Massachusetts and Ohio and the forty large cities.Several of the coefTi-
eients shown in the latter group of tablesare as low us1.5 to 1.9 times their
standard errors, in the deletion of variables, the leastsignificant was e!iniinated
first, then the least significant of the remaining, andso on. Where the t value was
as high as 1.5 the variable ;'as generally retained if it contributedas much as 4 per




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































The coefilcients of multiple correlation shown in column 8 of Table 6,
ranging in magnitude from 0.76 for total general operating expendtturcs
to 0.24 for recreation, suggest that the proportion of variation in per
capita expenditures among the 462 cities in 1951 accounted for by the
independent variables ranged from 57 to as low as 6 per cent. Obviously,
therefore, important causal forces have been left out of the analysis.
Nevertheless, the regression equations add, in varying degrees, to our
knowledge of variations in per capita expenditures. For example, the com-
puted value of per capita general operating expenditures for a given city
is a more meaningful measure of the amount the city may be expected to
spend, if it behaves in "average fashion," than is the mean value of that
variable for the 462 cities. We have, in addition, measured quantitatively
the effects upon expenditures of the six factors taken into account inow
analysis.4°
We find that the association between population size andper capita
expenditures is statistically significant only with respect to police protec-
tion when the other factors arc taken into account.5° Of the four inde-
pendent variables employed in the regression analysis for this function,
population size is least important, as measured by the magnitude of the
beta coefficients of Table 7. At 0.015 its elasticity coefficient is alsovery
low, suggestinp "iat a difference of I per cent in population size,6'at the
mean points of the two variables, is accompanied by a difference of less
than one-tenth of one cent in police expenditures per capita. Thus, while
population size and police protection outlays are related, the regression
and elasticity coefficients suggest that the direction of movement of these
outlays as population size increases is very close to horizontal.
The fact that the association between per capita expenditure andpopu-
lation size is not closer may be due in considerable part to the discrepancy
between the census count of the number of people whose "usualplace of
abode" is a given city and the number for whom that city providesservices.
This is likely to be of particular importance in thecase of resort cities,
such as Miami Beach and Atlantic City, and industrial suburbslike Ham-
tramck and Highland Park, Michigan.
41'The regression equations do not provide more than approximationsto the intlu-
ence of the independent variables upon per capita city expenditures. The functional
relationships are less than perfectly linear, theremay be errors in the reporting of
data for both dependent and independent variables, and thereare varying lags in
time between the dates or years to which the data relate andthe Fiscal year 1951,
as well as other deficiencies in the indepeiident variables, some of whichwere described above.
°As may be seen in Table C-I, the simple correlation coefficientsare also very
low, below 0.10 for four of the eight expenditure categoriesand as high as 0,24
only in the case of police protection.
alApproximately 1,310.
28Whereas population size as such is of virtually no itaportaitce, density
of population is clearly associated with all expenditure categories except
recreation. As we should expect, the relationship is negative withrespect
to highways and positive for each of the other categories. For police pro-
tection and highway and street maintenance the beta coefficients obtained
for density of population are very much higher than they are for the
other independent variables, while in the cases of total general operating
expenditure, fire protection and sanitation, only intergovernmental reve-
nue per capita is, in these terms, of greater importance.
The elasticity coefficients range from 0.18 for police and --0.18 for
highways to 0.06 for general control, suggesting that a difference of 1per
cent in population density (at the mean), about seventy persons per square
mile, is associated with a difference in highway expenditures of approxi-
mately $0.014, slightly more for police protection, about $0.06 for total
general operating expenditure, S0.005 for sanitation and fire protection
and $0.002 for general control.
The third characteristic of a city's population taken into account, its
rate of growth, generally appears to be of only minor importance in
shaping municipal expenditures. Our coefficients of regression for this
variable are statistically significant only with respect to total generaloper-
ating expenditure and fire protection. In thecase of these two categories
the statistical analysis supports our hypothesis that city expenditures tend
to lag behind growth in population. However, the beta coefficients, each
of which is lower than 0.1, suggest that this variable explains little of
the variation in per capita expenditures.2 The elasticity coefficient, 0.03
in both instances, is also very low.
The relationship between median family income and per capitaexpen-
ditures is positive with respect to all functional categories and is decidedly
statistically significant except in the case of total general operatingexpen-
diture. For the combined common functions the beta coefficient relating
income to expenditures, at 0.195, is higher than the population density
and employment coefficients but far lower than that for intergovernmental
revenue. Median family income also ranks second in importance, in these
terms, in the cases of general control and recreation. However, for the
common functions, in total and individually, per capita expenditures, at
the means, appear to respond more sharply to differences in incomethan
to differences in any of the other independent variables; the elasticity
52The coefficients of "partial determination" (beta coefficient multiplied by simple
correlation coefficient), which provide approximations to the proportions of varia-
tion explained by the independent variable, are 0.017 for general operating expendi-
ture and 0.021 for fire protection. See pp. 46-47, however, where in thcase of the
very rapidly growing cities of California, rate of growth of population assumes
much greater importance.
29coefficients range front0.557for recreation to 0.283 for general control.
Per capita city expenditures tend to increaseas the ratio of employment
in manufacturing, trade and services to population rises.But the regres-
sion coefficient is high enough to be statisticallysignificant only with
respect to the combined common functions and police protection. In the
former case it is barely significant, while in the latter thebeta coefficient
relating the employment variable to expenditures is approximaiclyequal
to the population coefficient and lower than those for population density.
income and intergovernmental revenueper capita.
The elasticity coefficients for the combinedcommon functions and
police protection are 0.060 and 0.102. Thusa rise of I per cent or 0.25
in the number employed within the cityper 100 population in manufac-
turing, trade and services, is associated at themean with per capita
increases of about $0.02 and $0006 in expenditureon the common func-
tions and police protection, respectively.
Failure of the regression analysis to lendmore support to our hypothesis
regarding the association between the employmentvariable and municipal
expenditures may be ascribable in part to deficienciesin the variable
itself.53 In addition, variation among cities in industrialstructure is likely
to obscure substantially the influence of this variable.Some industries
make heavy demands for refuse removal andsewerage, for example, while
others require very little of such services. Similarly, variationin types of
structures, in processes and the nature of materials employed,and so
forth, call for widely different degrees of fireprotection. Again, in a one-
industry city many seivices and facilities whichare typically provided
by municipal governmentmay he privately financed. Furthermore, the
employment variable can, at best, provide onlya very rough measure of
the contribution to the property tax base ofindustrial and commercial
property because wide differences in capital-to-laborratios are not taken
into account. A chemical plant employing I,000 persons may have plant
and equipment valued at $20 millionor more, for example, while a furni-
ture factory with the same number employedmay use tangible property
valued at much less.
Intergovernmental revenue per capita is theonly one of the six inde-
pendent variables for which the regressioncoefficients are statistically
significant for all expenditure categories. Theassociation, as we should
expect, is consistently positive. In explainingvariation in per capita
expenditures it ranks first in the case of all functionsexcept police protec-
tion and highways, for which population densityis of greater influence.
'8Seep, 2!.
54Ioth in terms of the magnitude of the betacoefficients and that of the coefficjen of partial determination.
30
0
rThe average relationships suggested by the regressioncoefficients are
most easily read in column 7 of Table 6, since the dependent andindepen-
dent variables are expressed in terms of dollars, Thuswe find that a $1.00
difference in intergovernmentalrevenue per capita is associated with a
difference of $1.74 in total general operating expenditureper capita, $0.33
in expenditure on the combinedcommon functions and $0.03 to $0.08
per ca pita for the individual functions.
The importance of this variable in measuring theextent to which cities
are responsible for education and welfare, for which so largea part of
state aid to cities is earmarked, is pointed up as wellas by the fact that
the beta coefficient for total general operating expenditures,55at 0.706,
is far higher than it is for any of the other expenditurecategories. Cities
are typically responsible for the administration of most (frequently all)
services included within the common functions. On the other hand,vary-
ing practices obtain both among and within states in thecase of the
"optional" functions, practices that are closely linked withamounts
received by cities from other governments. It seems likely, therefore, that
the influence of the intergovernmental revenue variable reflectslargely a
simple availability-of-revenue factor with respect to thecommon func-
tions and a combination of the latter and differences in thedistribution of
functional responsibilities in the case of total general operatingexpendi-
ture. In view of the somewhat questionable nature of the "independence"
of this variable, however, the relationship suggested byour statistical
analysis should be interpreted with considerable caution.
Our earlier analysis of the relationships amongper capita expenditures
under the eight categories57 indicated thatwe were highly unlikely to find
that variations in expenditures were subject, inconsistent fashion, to a
simple array of forces. In fact, we find that only three ofour eight expen-
diture categories- highways, general control and sanitation - are signifi-
cantly associated with the sanic combination of independentvariables:
density, income and intergovernmentalrevenue. The density factor is
inversely related to highway expenditures, positively relatedto the other
two. Moreover, as Table 7 best illustrates, the degree of association
between the independent variables and each of the dependentvariables
covers, generally, a very wide range.
With multiple correlation coefficients ranging from 0.756to 0.242, we
know that important forces have been left out ofour equations. These
55Education and public welfare account for close to 30per cent of total general
operating expenditures and approximately 80 per cent of the differencebetween
total general operating expenditures and total outlays on the combinedcommon
functions.
56See footnote 42, aboe.
TSee pp. 4-5.
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32Connecticut (Stamford). The four others are Boston, Fitchburg and
Quincy in Massachusetts and Nashua, New Hampshire. With the excep-
tion of the resort cities and Beloit, Galveston and Monroe, all twenty-one
are responsible for the administration of education and welfare and almost
all of them are major metropolitan centers or their industrial satellites.
Similar characteristics are exhibited by the forty-nine additional cities
that spent in excess of one standard error beyond the amounts suggested
by the regression equation for total general operating expenditure. Among
the total of seventy such cities (forty-nine plus twenty-one) we find
eleven of the twelve Connecticut cities, eight of thirteen in Florida, seven
of thirty in Massachusetts, twenty of twenty-seven in New Jersey and six
of the twenty-eight New York cities included in this study. Thus, fifty-two
of the seventy cities are concentrated in five states, the remaining eighteen
being scattered among twelve other states. Ihe same kind of concentration
within a few states is also to be seen in the case of those cities whose
expenditures fell below the computed value by more than one standard
error.6° Illinois with six of its twenty-six cities, Ohio with seventeen of
thirty-two and Pennsylvania with eight of twenty-six, accounted for thirty-
one of forty-nine such cities. Thus, as was indicated in our earlier analysis
of expenditures of cities grouped by state,6' forces peculiar to the state
in which a city is located appear to exercise a marked influence; this is
indicated largely by differences in the allocation of functional responsi-
bilities that are only roughly and inadequately measured by differences
in intergovernmental revenue per capita. Moreover, other forces not taken
into account, such as those listed above, are not randomly distributed but
vary markedly among states.'
A somewhat different picture emerges when the role of the optional
functions, education and welfare in particular, is eliminated and the com-
bined common functions are analyzed.63 Among the sixteen cities whose
expenditures exceeded the amounts indicated by the regression equation
by more than twice the standard error of estimate are seven for which the
60There were none below the computed value by more than twice the standard
error of estimate.
61See pp 5-Il.
65Through the application of the analysis of variance the hypothesis that the varia-
tion in the residuals between states is not significantly different from variation
within states was tested. The 'F' value obtained was 11.5, compared with the F .99
value of 1.6. Thus we reject this hypothesis and may conclude that forces other
than those taken into account in the regression equation, forces associated with
the state in which the city is located, appear to influence the level of per capita total
general operating expenditure.
631n this case the independent variables are population density, income, employment
and intergovernmental revenue per capita.
33census pupulatioti heavily understates the nuniber for whom public scr-
vices must be provided. These are Daytona Beach, Fort Lauderdale,
Miami Beach and Orlando, Florida, Reno, Nevada, and Atlantic City,
New Jersey, all of which serve a large part-year nonresident vacationing
or tourist population, and Rochester, Minnesota, whose medical center
attracts many thousands of nonresidents each year. The other nine cities
iii this group may be divided into two classes. The first includes four indus-
trial satellites: Bayonne and Linden, New Jersey, and Lackawanna and
Niagara Falls, New York (the latter possessing as well some of the char-
acteristics of the resort communities); while the second group consists of
cities which, in general, are very high income suburban municipalities
including Newton, Massachusetts, and New Rochelle and White Plains,
New York. The concentration of these cities withina few states is slightly
less marked than in the case of total general operating expenditure; eleven
of the sixteen are in Florida, New Jersey, and New York.
Only two cities spent less than the computed amount minus twice the
standard error of estimate- Bervyn, Illinois and Cambridge, Massa-
chusetts.
There are forty-nine additional cities whoseper capita expenditures fail
between one and two standard errors beyond their computed values and
fifty-seven for which they lie within thesame limits below these values.
Again, most of the cities arc to be found in a very small tiumber ofslates.
Forty-one of the high-expenditure citiese4are located in seven states
California (nine), Connecticut (five),Florida(five), Massachusetts
(seven), Michigan (four), New Jersey (eight) and NewYork (three).
The concentration at the lower end of the scale iseven greater, with nine-
teen of Illinois' twenty-six cities and eleven of Pennsylvania'stwenty-six
making up more than half of the total.
Predominant among the cities which spent substantiallymore than we
should expect on the common functionsare those that comprise the core
of major metropolitan arcas,heavily industrialized suburbanor satellite
citics, and those, including theresort communities, which for other than
industrial reasons serve a much larger number ofpeople than is indicated
in the census count. On the other hand, citiesthat are not part of metro-
polilan complexes, that is, "independent" cities,industrial suburbs in
Illinois and l'ennsylvania, and low-income suburbs,are found with high-
ct relative frequency among the cities whose expendituresare well below
ilic levels indicated by the independent variablesin the regression analysis.
'Fifty-flve of the total of sixty-five, including thecities with expenditures in
cxccs of twice the standard erior above the computedvalues.
Scepp.5'and 53 for definition of the iiictropciEtariala and the distinction between "majol" and "minor" metropolitanareas.
34Thus the state of location appears to be a major factor of "distur-
bance,"This may encompass, in addition to differences in the dis-
tribution of functional responsibilities, differences in the politics, ethnic
background and culture of the population, climatic and topographical
features, tax and debt limits, as well as other factors. The fact that cities
as political entities differ in varying degrees in population size and geo-
graphic area from their metropolitan areas or economic entities probably
contributes as well to unexplained differences in expenditures. Cities play
varying economic roles: some are "dormitory" suburbs for the poor or
for the well-to-do; others are well-integrated, geographically, economically
and socially separate centers for industry, commerce and residences; still
others are cities within cities that have retained political independence, a
heavy industrial concentration and often little else. These differences too,
as our subsequent analysis will indicate,61 appear to influence the level of
per capita expenditures. in addition, census population figures are, for
our purposes, inevitably misleading. For example, college and university
students are included in a city's population but vacationers are not. In
such cases per capta expenditures do not represent truly comparable
expenditures "per person served." As we have already noted, median
family income is probably not wholly satisfactory as the income variable,
and the employment variable leaves much to be desired. Finally, despite
the efforts of the Census Bureau, differences in accounting procedures
and some lack of uniformity in reporting expenditures probably contribute
to the variance that remains unexplained.
In a limited way it is possible to eliminate or take into account in quan-
titative analysis some of these factors. Differences among the states in
the distribution of functional responsibilities and other forces63 may be
abstracted from by examining separately the relationships between expen-
ditures and the independent variables for cities within individual states.
In addition, for the forty largest cities having overlying units of local
government we are able to combine the outlays of all local governments,
thus minimizing differences in local governmental structures and in the
distribution of responsibilities among local units. We can also take into
account the ratio between each city's population and that of its standard
metropolitan area. Finally, we classify cities according to certain of their
66Again, analysis of variance in the residuals, designed to test the hypothesis noted
in footnote 62, above, was applied to the common function category and to each
of the individual expenditure categories. The 'F' value ranged from 7.3 for the
combined common functions to 3.6 for highways, compared with the F .99 value
of 1.6.
8TSee pp. 61-65.






























































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3quantitatively measurable characteristics and exauiie the hypothesis that
these characteristics are not related to differences in average per capita
expenditures between cities grouped in this fashion.
Relations between Expenditures and Selected Variables for Cities in
California, Massachusetts, and Ohio
Analysis of the expenditures of the thirty-five cities of California, thirty
in Massachusetts, and thirty-two in Ohio which had populations in 1950
of 25,000 or more produces consistently higher coefficients of multiple
correlation than those obtained for the 462 cities as a whole for all func-
tional categories except total general operating expenditure and police
protection. These coefficients, together with the regression coefficients,
are set forth in Tables 9 (California), 12 (Massachusetts) and 15 (Ohio).
The corresponding beta and elasticity coefficients are presented in Tables
10, 11 (Calif.), 13, 14 (Mass.), 16 and 17 (Ohio).
The multiple correlation coefficients, corrected for the number of vari-
ables in each regression equation, tend to be highest for Ohio cities and
lowest for cities in California, although there is no consistency in this
ranking. In California they range from 0.68 for total general operating
expenditure and 0.62 for police to 0.37 for recreation; in Massachusetts
from 0.80 for police protection and 0.73 for recreation to 0.48 for fire
control; and in Ohio from approximately 0.82 for the combined common
functions, police protection and sanitation to 0.33 for general control.
These coefficients suggest that within the individual states the independent
variables taken into account explain as much as two-thirds of the varia-
tion among cities in per capita expenditures and, at the other extreme, as
little as 10 per cent. The considerable variation from state to state in the
magnitudes of the multiple correlation coefficients makes it difficult to
draw broad inferences regarding the relationship between the independent
variables and city expenditures in general. Moreover, comparison of the
relationships between expenditures and the individual variables indicates
clearly the even greater differences in the relative importance of the latter
among the three states.
As in the case of all 462 cities taken together, the association between
population size and per capita expenditures for California cities is neg-
ligible for all categories except police protection.6 On the other hand,
the relation between population size and all categories of expenditure
except highways and sanitation in Massachusetts, and highways and gen-
eral control in Ohio, is statistically significant. This result, which is in
such sharp contrast to that obtained when state lines are crossed, and the
°9The regression coefficient even in the case of police protection is not quite statis-
tically significant at the 0.05 level of significance.
45I
fact that thepopulation size distribution departsso radically from nor- mality, add substantialuncertainty to the conclusion thatmay be drawn
with respect to the influenceof population size in shapingcity expendi-
tures. However, scatterdiagrams for population size andexpenditures in
Massachusetts reveal the ratherspurious nature of the results of theregres- sion analysis, foreliminating the city of Bostonchanges the picture radi- cally. And when themultiple correlation coefficient forpolice protection is recomputed for thetwenty-nine cities other than Bostonit is reduced from 0.8 toapproximately 0.4.
Within the threegroups of cities density ofpopulation is clearly
inversely related to highwayexpenditures in California andMassachusetts and positivelyassociated with per capitaexpenditures for recreation in Massachusetts and sanitationin Ohio. The regressioncoefficients in the case of police protectionare consistently positive butnot statistically sig- nificant. while those relatingexpenditures to density ofpopulation for the remaining functionalcategories are neither statisticallysignificant nor Consistent in sign.
Rate of growth ofpopulation is an importantvariable only in Califor- nia, where theaverage increase in populationbetween 1940 aiid 1950of 63 per centwas far higher than the 24per ceAlt average for all 462cities or those for Massachusettsand Ohio of 6 and 15per cent, respectively. In California theassociation between rate ofgrowth and per capitaexpen- ditures is consistentlynegative. It is decidedlysignificant except with respect to police and fireprotection and generalcontrol. In Ohio, where the rate of growthof population iscomparatively low, we finda positive statistically significantassociation between it andpolice eXpenditures,an association for which thereis no readily discerniblerationale. Differences in the levelof median familyincome appeargenerally to be most importantwith respect torecreation and sanitation,although in Ohio the betacoelficients relatingper capita expenditureson the combined common functions and fireprotection to incomeare higher. The influence of median familyincome is mostpronounced among Ohiocities, for which the associationis in each instancepositive andunquestionably sig- nificant. In the othertwo states onlyrecreation and sanitationexpendi- tures among thescoarate functionalcategories and thecombined common functions in Massachusettsappear to respondmarkedly to differencesin income.
The employmentvariable, for whichour hypothesis isstatistically sup- ported in California forthe total generaloperating, commonfunctions and policeexpenditure categories, isapparently of noconsequence for the cities ofMassachusetts and Ohio.The negativeassociation between employment andgene.-al controlexpenditures inMassachusetts while statistically significant,hardlysuggests a causal relationship.
46Differences in intergovernmental revenue per capita within the three
states are, of course, far smaller than the differences in this variable when
state lines are crossed. For Massachusetts cities, all of which are respon-
sible for the administration of schools and public welfare, this variable is
not significantly associated with variation in expenditures. In Ohio some
cities (generally the larger ones) include substantial sums in their munici-
pal budgets for these optional functions which, in turn, are supported by
state grants-in-aid, while others do not. In California, similarly, there is
considerable variation in the extent to which cities assume responsibility
for public assistance and, therefore, in the amounts received from the
state. California cities also receive substantial sums from the state for fire
and police protection.Ta As we should expect, therefore, total general oper-
atirig expenditure and intergovernmental revenue per capita are closely
related in California and Ohio. The relations between this variable and
fire protection and general control in California are also positive and
statistically significant.
Thus each of the six independent variables, in various combinations
with one or more of tie others, is statistically significant for at least one
expenditure category in one, two or all three of these states. Broadly, we
find that rate of growth, employment and intergovernmental revenue are
most important in explaining variation in expenditures among California
cities; in Massachusetts and Ohio population size, density and median
family income, the other three variables, play similar roles, Inconsisten-
cies in the results of the statistical analysis appear to be attributable in
part to differences in the distribution of functional responsibilities and in
the structure of state aid. However, differences among the states in the
distributions of the values of the independent variables probably are far
more important. Thus, for example, the standard deviation of the rate of
growth variable is 60 per cent for California, compared with 6 per cent in
Massachusetts and 23 per cent for Ohio cities. The standard deviation for
median family income among Ohio cities is $936, compared wtih $565
and $368 for the cities of California and Massachusetts. Note, though,
that for each of the' three groups of cities the size of our sample, ranging
from 35 to 30, is comparatively small.
Relations between Eypenditures and Selected Variables
for Forty Large Cities
For 1953, data recently published by the Bureau of the Census11 enable
us to combine the expenditures of the forty-one largest cities,which had
1950 populations in excess of 250,000, with expenditures of the local
70Bureau of the Census, State Pay,nents to Local Governments in 1952, pp. 17-18
(California) and 52-53 (Ohio).
71Bureau of the Census, Local Government Finances in Cily Areas in 1953.
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governments overlying them.72 Iis possible, therefore, to eliminate the
influence of differences, both between and within states, in the distribution
among 'ocal governments of functional responsibilities,73 although differ-
ences among the states in the state-local distribution of these responsibili-
tics remain, particularly in welfare, highways and higher and special
education.
It has been possible to obtain noncapitalor operating expenditure data
for all of the functional categories studied.74 Per capita expenditures for
the forty cities and their overlying units of localgovernment are presented
in Table 18. We have added education and welfareto our list of func-
tion, because each of the forty cities or their overlyinggovernments
assume sonic responsibility for both. On the other hand, the general con-
trol category has been dropped. Also, the "common function"category
is changed; in this analysis it is thesum of per capita operating expendi-
tures for education, police, fire protection, highways, recreation, and sani-
tation. Welfare is excluded from thecommon functions because of wide
variation among the twenty-three states involved in the distribution
between the state and its subdivisions of the responsibilityfor its financing
and administration.
The varying importance of the so-called optionalfunctions, especially
welfare and hospital operation, may beseen in a city-by-city comparison
of the first two columns of Table 18. For Bostonand Long Beach, for
example, per capita operating expenditureon the common functions is
less than half of total general operating expenditureper capita, whereas
for Chicago, Houston and several othercities the common functions
account for well over two-thirds.
720n1y forty cities are included in our analysis;Vashington, D.C., with no over-
lying state or local governments, is omitted.
T3The cities' shares of the expendituresof overlying local governments whose
boundaries extend beyond city lineswere allocated according to the ratios of the
cities' populations in 1950 to those of theiroverlying local governments. This method may overstateomewhat actual expenditures bymany cities, but there does not appear to be a reasonablealternative; and the amounts involvedare generally small. Per capita expendituresare computed on the basis of 1950 popula- tions, vhcrea expenditure totalsare those reported for 1953. Since the forty cities
have grown at varying rates, the relativemagnitudes of per capita expenditures are subject to some overstatement for themore rapidly growing cities (according
to 1940-1950 rates of growth) such as San Diegoand Long Beach. California, and
Houston, Fort Worth, Dallas and San Antonio,Texas. It is unlikely, however, that the distortion is serious.
T4The unpublished breakdown betweencapital and operating outlays forpolice and fire protection was obtained from theworksheets of the Governments Divisionof the Bureau of the Census. Thesame source was used to obtain the functionaldis- tribution of the expenditures of certainspecial districts suchas that of the New York Port Authority.
48Undoubtedly a arge part of the variation in this ratio is due to differ-
ences in the extent o which state governmentsengaged in. direct expendi-
turesfor health, hospitals and welfare. We should expect, however, the
level of these expenditures by the state, especially in the welfare cate-
gory, to be inversely related to grants-in-aid of locallyadministered wel-
fare programs. The intergovernmental revenue variable, therefore,should
reflect this factor to a considerable degree76 and, in the analysis offorces
affecting welfare expenditures of the cities and their overlying counties,
we can take into account directly state directexpenditures in this field.
With respect to the common functions, viewed either collectively or
singly, we are dealing for the most part with governmental responsibilities
that are not generally widely participated in directly by the stateswithin
city boundaries. Tue highway function is probably the mostimportant
exception. There is, however, no association between per capita state
direct operating expenditure on nontoll highways77 and local(including
city, county and special district) highway expenditure percapita in each
of the forty city areas.78 But the number and variety of factorsaffecting
state highway expenditures is so large and therelevance of the state per
capita data as indications of the magnitude of stateexpenditures within
the cities is so questionable that this absence of association cannotbe held
to demonstrate the invalidity of thesuggested exception.
Five of the independent variables used in the multipleregression analy-
sis of the forty-city data - population size, densityand rate of growth,
median family income, and employment per 100 of populationin maim-
factoring, trade and services - are simply carried over from ouranalysis
of the 462 cities. Intergovernmental revenue percapita for 1953, rather
than 1951, is used in this instance, and federal and statefunds received
by overlying units are allocated to the cities onthe basis of population.
Inter-local payments become "internal" distributionsand are omitted.7°
This variable is further broken down intointergovernmental revenue for
75Expenditures, as distinguished from state payments to local governments,made
directly to state public personnel, suppliers and privatecontractors, to recipients
of benefits under welfare, pension and compensation programsand to bondholders.
6The simple correlation coefficient between statedirect expenditures on welfare
per capita and intergovernmental revenue percapita other than for education is
0.48 (see Table C-5).
77Direct state operating expenditures for "regular"highways as reported in Co,n-
pendiunz of State Government Finances in 1953, p.34, Table 22. The population
figures used in computing per capitaexpenditures are 1950 Census populations.
The simple corielation coefficient is0.03.
1°The source of the data for this variableis Local Governnjenl Finances in City




































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































educa tion'and intergoverniiientalrevenue available for other purposes.
In iillrst form (totalintergovernmental revenue per capita) it isemployed only in the regressionanalysis of total general operatingexpenditure and
expenditure on the combinedcommon functions, while intergovernmental
revenue earmarked for education isused in the analysis of that expendi-
ture category and thedifference bctwcen the two, the thirdform of the
variable, is employed inthe analysis of each of the otherexpenditure categories.8'
Three new variableswere added, each of which is eitherhot available
or not relevant for the 462-cityregressions. The first of these is the ratio
o the populatica of the cityto the population of its standardmetropolitan area.'° W nouldexpect expenditures per capita, basedupon the popu-
lation of the city itself,to vary inversely with this ratio,for as it declines
the proportion ofpersons who do not live within thecity limits but for whom public servicesmust be provided rises.
This hypothesissterns from two considerationsFirst, many persons living in themetropolitan area outside of thecentral city spend flinch of their rime at work,shopping and in otheractivities within the central city. The ratio of thesepersons to the population of thecentral city is likely to be inverselyproportionate to the ratio of the city'spopulation to that of itsmetropolitan area. Second, centralcities, to varyingextents, provide services to outlyingcommunities. This is commonlythe case with respect to fire protection,selected police services,library, hospital, school, and sewerage facilities,among others. While the centralcity will typically impose chargesor fees, and the additionalexpenditures incurred by it may not add to the taxpayers'burden, they will,nevertheless, be reported in the expenclittiredata.
The second of theadditional variables is thenumber of children inthe public schoolsper 1,000 of populatjon.83This variableranges widely
5oFrorn Compendium 1953and ibid.,pp. 21-23.
81The data that wouldpermit a further breakdowninto intergovernmentrevenue for highways, welfare,and so forth, are notavailable. 82A "standardmetropolitan area," as definedby the Bureau of theCensus, is 'a county or group of Contiguouscounties which containsat least one central city of 50.000 inhabitantsor more. In addition to thecounty, or Counties,containing such a city, or cities,contiguous countiesare included in a standardmetropojjt,in area if according to certaincriteria they areessentially nietropolitan incharacter and sufficiently integratedwith the central city."County and City DataBook, 1952, P. Xi.
There is noapparent association betweenpopulation si2e and thisratio. The simple correlation coeflicientis 0.06 (see Table C-5).
63The data usedare the averages of thereported 1952 and 1954pupils in average daily attendance andare derived from Departmentof Health, Educationand Welfare, Biennial Surveyof Educagion in I/ic U. S.,1950-52 and 1 952-54,pp. 30-3 7 and 3X-45, respectively.
52among the forty cities, from 204 inLong Beach, California to eighty-five
in Jersey City, New Jersey. it is associated with rate of growth of popu-
lation84 and probably reflects a variety of other factors that affect the
level of per capita expenditures for public education, including the age
distribution, cultural values and religious and ethnic backgrounds of the
population. Certainly one would expect the ratio between pupils in public
schools and population size to be related causatively to the level of duca-
tion expenditures.85
Finally, in our regression analysis for welfare expenditures we takeinto
account the per capita amounts spent directly in 1953 onwelfare86 by the
state in which the city area is located. Especiallysince so large a part of
state-local welfare outlays are now devoted to the categorical assistance
programs, state direct expenditures are in large partthe alternative to
expenditures by the city and county. We should expect, therefore, thatthis
variable is inversely related to city expenditures for welfare. We find that
state direct expenditures are also associated with intergovernmental reve-
nue per capita, but not so closely as to preclude the employmentof both
variables in the regression analysis.87
The results of the regression analysis for forty large ciiis and their
overlying units of local government are set forth in Tables 19, 20 and 21
which present, respectively, regression equations and multiple correlation
coefficients, beta coefficients, and elasticity coefficients.
Among the forty large cities, whose populations in 1950 ranged from
close to 8 million to 251,000, neither size nor rate of growth of population
is statistically associated with per capita expenditures for any of the niiie
functional categories. The statistically significant simple correlation coeffi-
cients of 0.38 and 0.31 for rate of growth and police and sanitation
are apparently attributable in large measure to the density factor,with
which rate of growth is associated, in the case of police expenditures, and
both density and employment in the case of sanitation.88
84The simple correlation coefficient is 0.61 (Table C-5).
85Enrollment in municipal institutions of higher education is not taken into account.
It is in no sense equivalent to students in average daily attendance, since "enroll-
ment" may mean anything from full-time attendance to a one-hour course in basket-
weaving. Nevertheless, it should be recognized that the role of municipal colleges
and universities is a factor of disturbance in our regression analysis.
86Exclusive of grants to local governments administering welfare programs. Source:
CompendiwnofState GovernmentFinances in 1953, pp. 31-32.
81'he simple correlation coefficients relating intergovernmental revenue per capita
and intergovernmental revenue per capita for purposes other than education to
direct state expenditures on welfare per capita are 0.39 and 0.48,respectively
(Table C-5).
88The simple correlation coefficients relating rate of growth of population to popu-
lation density and employment in manufacturing, trade and services per100 popula-
tion are, respectively, 0.60 and 0.72 (Table C-5).
53TABLE 19
Regression Coefficients:Per Capita OperatingExpenditures of 40 Large Citiesand Their Overlying Units of LocalGovernment in Relation to SelectedVariables, 1953
































































Students In tergo vein-
in Aver- State Di- intergovern-mental Rev-
age Daily rect Ex- mental Rev- ernie per
Attendance penditures intergovern- enue per Capita for
per 1,000 on Welfare mental Rev- Capita for Other Than Coefficient
of 1950 per Capita, ernie per Education, Education, of Multiple
Population 1950 Capita 1953 1953 1953 Correlations
n.e. n.e. 0.982 n.e. n.e. 0.862
(0.134) 0.850
n.e. n.c. 0.353 n.c. nc. 0.734
(0.076) 0.707
0.081 n.e. n.e. 0.286 n.e. 0.644
(0.040) (0.144) 0.590
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.052 0.808
(0.021) 0.790
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.034 0.697
(0.016) 0.666
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.040 0.565
(0.020) 0.512
n.c. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.031 0.604
(0.013) 0.559
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. .... 0.477
0.431
n.e. 0.335 n.e. n.e. 0.551 0.904
(0.112) (0.066) 0.895
n.e. - not computed.
The standard errors of the regression coefficients appear in parentheses beloweach coefficient.
a"Ezekiel's Correction" (italics) has been applied to the multiple correlationcoefficients to
correct for the number of variables in each equation.
operating expenditure. The elasticity coefficients of 0.29 and 0.26 are
highest as well for police and highways. The expected associationbetween
density of population and expenditures for fire protection and sanitation
is, when the other independent variables are taken into account, notquite
statistically significant at the 0.05 level of significance.S
TABLE 20
The ratio of city tometropolitan area population(obtainable only for this group of larger cities)is associated withper capita expenditures under each of the functionalcategories except highways andsanitation. The beta coefficients range from 0.478for fire protection, forwhich it is the most important of the independentvariables, to 0.163 forwelfare and 0.284 for education. The elasticitycoefficients, highest for fireand police pro- tection and welfare,suggest that a change of Iper cent in the magnitude of this variable is associated,at the point ofaverages, with a change of approximately 0.3 to 0."er cent in per capitaexpenditures.
56
Beta Coefficients: Per CapitaOperating Expenditures of 40 Large Cities and Their


































in A ver- Stale Di- Inl'rgovern- nental Rev-
age Daily red Ex- nen2al Rev- enue per
Attendance penditures Intergovern- enue per Capita for
per 1,000 on Welfare mental Rev Capita for Other Than
of 1950 per Capita, enue per Education, Education,
Population 1953 Capita, 1953 1953 1953
n.c. n.e. 0.632 n.e. n.e.
(0.086)
n.e. n.e. 0.551 n.e. n.e.
(0.118)
0.296 n.e. n.e. 0.288 n.e.
(0.145) (0.145)
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.246
(0.099)
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.253
(0.120)
n.e. n.e. nc. n.e.
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e.
n.e. 0.263 n.e. n.e. 0.699
(0.08 4)
n.c. = not computed.
Th standard errors of the beta coefficients appear in parentheses beloweach coefficient.
The most obvious and most important inference to be drawn from these
findings is that the rapidly growing suburban and "exurban" communities
surrounding these cities have an increasing impact upon the demand
for their public services. The extent to which the central citytends to
"subsidize" those living in the outlying areas depends upon the relative
importance of services for which charges are levied and those (police pro-
tection, recreation, etc.) which are provided without charge tothe non-
resident in the course of his visits to the city. But the fact that centralcity







Elasticity Coefficients: PerCapita Operating Exptnditures of40 Large Cities and Their Overlying Units of LocalGovernment in Rd 3tion to SelectedVariables, 1953
area population does not, initself, establish thecase for the view that the residents of the suburbanarea impose a net burdenupon the central city. Conceivably the suburbanite,through hiscontacts with the city,contrib- utes as much ormore to the latter's tax basesas is required to finance the additional expenditureshe imposesupon it.
The relationshipbetween median familyincome in 1949 andthe vari- ous categories of expenditureis statisticallysignificant only withrespect to education. Differencesin the level of incomeappear, therefore, toexert a much smaller influenceamong the largest cities andtheir overlying local units ofgovermnen than among all citieshaving populationsin excess of 25,000. The moststriking contrast isfound in thecase of sanitation. In each of the other fourregression analyses therelation between income and per capitaexpenditure is positive andstatistically significant.In this instance it is neither.The far closer positive





























Common functions 0.196 .... 0.218 Education ... 0.151 0.729
Police 0.293 0.3 22
Fire 0.125 0.371







Arithmetic mean 9.676 55.96 25.72Students Intergovern-
in Aver- State Di- intergovern- mental Rev-
age Daily rect Ex- mental Rev- enue per
Attendance pen ditures intergovern- ernie per Capita for
per 1,000 on Welfare menral Rev- Capita for Other Than Arithmetic
0/1950 per Capita, enue per Education, Education, Mean
Population 1953 Capita, 1953 1953 1953 (dollars)
n.e. n.e. 0.277 n.c. n.e. 117,53
n.e. n.c. 0.162 n.e. n.e. 72.03
0.266 n.e. n.e. 0.088 n.e. 38.03
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.112 9.96
n.e. n.e. n.c. n.e. 0.103 7.08
n.e. n.e. n.e. n.e. 0.128 6.71
n.e. n.e. nc. u.c. 0.165 3.99
n.e. D.C. n.e. n.e. .... 6.25
n.e. --0.237 n.e. 0.937 12.65
125.2 8.95 33.16 11.65 21,51
n.e. = not computed.
cient is 0.42) for these forty cities than for the others and the narrower
spread among the cities in the level of income may offer a partial statis-
tical explanation for the much lower regression coefficients.
The importance of manufacturing, trade and service activities, as mea-
sured by the ratio of employment to population, is greatest with respect
to highways and sanitation, for which it accounts for approximately 10 to
13 per cent, respectively, of variation in per capita expenditures. The
regression coefficient is statistically significant for the combined common
functions as well. Its influence upon the other functional categories, how-
ever, appears to be negligible.
For education expenditures, in addition to median family income and
the ratio of city to metropolitan area population, we find that the number
of pupils per 1,000 population and intergovernmental revenue per capita
earmarked for education are significantly associated with per capita
expenditures. Each of these variables accounts for about 10 per cent of
59I
variation among the fortycities in the level ofexpenditures. The elasticity coefficient of 0.266 forthe ratio of studentsto population suggests that Operating expendituresfor education aredetermined only to acom- paratively minorextent by the relativenumber of children served; the
regression coefficient relatingintergovernrnenrevenue to expenditures indicates that,on the average, each dollarof aid earmarked forpublic school use isaccompanied by an increase ofabout $0.29 inper capita operating outlays foreducation.
Except in thecase of sanitation, ourregression analysis clearlySupports the hypothesisthat city areaexpenditures per capitavary directly with intergovernneflJ revenueper capita. The betacoefficients of 0.632, 0.551, 0.342 and0.699 for totalgeneral operating,common function, recreation, and welfareexpenditures are the highestof the coefficients for each of theseexpenditure categories.Intergovernnienrevenue per capita for purposesother than educationappears to explain close to 60 per cent of variation inper capita welfareexpenditures and more than 15 per cent in thecase of operating outlays forrecreation. The corre- sponding proportionsfor total generaloperating aridcommon function expenditures and totalintergovernnenJrevenue per capita are 40 and 30 per cent,respectively.
We find that whenthe ratio of cityto metropolitanarea population and intergoverm!fl(revenue variables are takeninto account,per capita welfare expendituresvary inversely with theper capita amountsspent directly by thestate on this function.The regressioncoefficient in this instance simplyprovides a statisticalmeasure of the relationbetween state activity and variationin the city-localoperating outlaysper capita. The multiplecorrelation coefficientspresented in Table 19range Iron1 0.90 for welfareand 0.85 for totalgeneral operatingexpenditure to 0.51 for highwaysand 0.43 forsanitation (all correctedfor the numberof variables in theregression equations).The range ofour coefficients of multiple determinationtherefore, is from 0.81to 0.18. As we havenoted, the most consistentcontributors to thesevalues are density ofpopulation, the ratio of cityto metropolitanarea population, andintergovemmflf revenue per capita; theemployment variable isof iniportaIce withrespect to the commonfunctions, highwaysand sanitation;and median family income contributesappreciably only to theexplanation of variationin per capita expendituresfor recreation.Students per 1,000population and per capita state directexpenditures on welfareare significantlyassociated with the relevantexpenditure categoriesas well, On theother hand, population size andrate of growthContribute littleor nothing toour efforts toaccount for differencesamong the forty cityareas in per capita expenditures.
60Examination of the residuals from the regression analysis,presented
in Table E-2, fails to reveala discernible pattern among the forty large-
city areas in the extent to which their actualper capita expenditures in
1953 diverged from expenditures computed from the regressionequations.
Cities within individual states appear bothamong those in which expendi-
tures exceeded one standard error of estimate above and belowthe
"expected" levels. Thus, for example, for fouror more categories of
expenditure Akron and Columbus, Ohio, spent far less thanwould be
indicated by the values of the relevant independentvariables, whereas
Toledo, under all but two functional categories,spent far more. Similar
contrasts may be seen in the position of San Francisco and LongBeach,
California on the one hand, and Los Angeleson the other. For some cities,
Philadelphia and New York, for example, the "fit"between computed
and observed values is quite consistentlyvery close, whereas for others,
like Detroit or Chicago, it is close forsome functions and not for others.
Thus Table E-2 is interesting for the questionsit raises rather than the
answers it offers or suggests. Undoubtedly part of theunexplained vari-
ance in per capita expenditures is ascribable to deficienciesin the data,89
but much of it must be attributed to the influenceof factors that are not
readily identified.
Our analysis of the forty city areas emphasizes thedesirability, for com-
parative purposes, of being able to combine theexpenditures of all local
units serving each city area. The importanceof this procedure, however,
varies widely with the functional category beingexamined. It is obviously
extremely important in the cases of total generaloperating expenditure,
education, welfare and, perhaps, highways, butthe ratio of county and
other local government expenditure to city expenditureon police and fire
protection, recreation and sanitation is typicallyvery small.°°
Variation in Expenditures of Cities Grouped byType of City
The eight expenditure arrays for the 462 cities, withemphasis upon the
upper and lower 5 per cent of cities, for each of theexpenditure catego-
ries, and the residuals in the regression analysissuggested that thereare
8For example, the City of Atlanta appears to havespent much more "per capita" than would be expected for total general operating,common function, highway
and sanitation expenditures. But a major annexation in 1951added approximately 100,000 to its population and roughly tripled itsarea, whereas our data are based
on 1950 population and area estimates of the Bureau of the Census(International
City Managers' Association, Tue Municipal Year Book, 1952,pp. 3 1-32).
°°See Local Govern,nent Finances in City Areas in 1953,pp. 6-20. Chicago. with
its special sanitary and park districts, is the principal exceptionamong the larger
cities.
61significant differences among different kinds of citiesin the amounts spent.
On the basis of this, coupled withthe expected influence of certain factors
upon the behavior of city expenditures,a seven-fold classification was
established. The seven classes of citiesare: (1) core city of major metro-
politan area;9' (2) core city of minormetropolitan area; (3) high-income
residential suburb or satellite citywithin a metropolitan area; (4) low-
income residential suburb; (5)industrial suburb; (6) independent city;
and (7) major resort city.
The core city of a major metropolitanarea is the largest city of an area
where population is over 250,000,while the core city of a minor metro-
politan area is the largest wherearea population is under 250,000.
We classify a cityas a "suburb" if it is located within a standardnietro-
politan area but is nota core or major resort city. It is a residential suburb
if the number employedper 100 population in manufacturing in 1947
and in trade and services in1948 was equal to or less than 20.3,the
median for the 137 suburbs. If thenumber was larger than the median,
the city is classifiedas an industrial suburb. Similarly,a residential sub"rb
is classified as high-or low-income according to whetheror not its median
family income in 1949was higher than $4,005, the median for thesixty-
nine residential suburbs.
"Independent" cities are simplythose that are not located withina standard metropolitanarea.
Finally, irrespective of theirqualifications for classification inany of
the foregoing groups, five cities,Miami Beach, Daytona Beach,Fort Lau- derdale, Florida, AtlanticCity, New Jersey, and Reno,Nevada, are classi-
fied as major resort cities.The criterion applied in thiscase is hotel receipts
per capita, in 1948,° as reported inthe 1948 Census ofBusiness. Table 22 presents, for eachof the eight expenditurecategories, the mean per capita expenditures of theseven groups of cities. Thevariation in the level of expendituresamong the groups is quiteextensive. For the combined common functions, forexample, mean expenditureranges from $56.46 per capita for themajor resort cities to $25.52for the independent
cities. Moreover, there isa high degree of regularity in therank order of
See footnote 82 for the definitionof a "standardmetropolitan area." 92Where there are twoor more cities with populationsf more than250,000 in a single metropolitan area, each isclassified as a core city ofa major metropolitan area, For example, in the New YorkNorthernNew Jersey metropolitanarea New York City. Newark and Jersey Cityare all so classified. In addition,when, as in the case of Tampa and St. Petersburg,Florida, neither of thetwo largest cities hasa population that is either as largeas 250,000 or twice the sizeof the smaller one, both cities have been classifiedas core cities of l?minor metropolitanareas. With this exception, the core city of a minormetropolitan area is the single largccity within a metropolitan area having a population of lessthan 250,000,
3Only the five cities listed had hotelreceipts in 1948 ofmore than $60 per capita.
62the seven groups for total general operating expenditure and expenditure
on the combined common functions, police and fire protection. Major
resort cities spent much more than each of the others, followed in order
by core cities of major metropolitan areas, industrial, high-income and
low-income residential suburbs, core cities of minor metropolitan areas,
and, lowest in each case, independent cities.
With respect to highways, recreation, general control and sanitation,
however, this pattern disappears. Major resort cities continue to lead all
others, but the other groups demonstrate no discernible regularity in their
rankings. This confirms the impression gained from our regression analy-
sis that a factor which appears to explain high expenditures under one
functional category may, at the same time, exert a downward influence
upon another.
The appearance of substantial differences in the levels of expenditure
among the seven groups of cities does not, in itself, justify the conclusion
that there exists a systematic association between the type of city, as
classified here, and per capita expenditure. However, it is possible to test
the hypothesis that there is no such association. The resilts of this tet
are presented in Table D-1, in which we compare variance hetsen groups
with that within groups. In the case of all expenditure categories the ratio
between these two variances is well in excess of 2.8, the F090 value, which
would occur as often as once in 100 if the differences between means were
due merely to chance. The lowest ratio, or F value, is 4.7, for total general
operating expenditure. For all categories of expenditure, therefore, the
null hypothesis must be rejected. We may conclude that there is a sys-
tematic association between per capita expenditures arid the type classi-
fication of the city.°4
In general, the variance analysis applied to the per capita expenditures
of the 462 cities grouped by type largely supports the inferences drawn
from our regression analysis. It is far less complex than the latter and, for
some, more meaningful. Moreover, it permits us, at least in a general way,
to bring in the role of the size of the metropolitan area's population rela-
tive to that of its principal city. The core city of the major metropolitan
area typically includes a smaller proportion of that area's population than
does the core city of the minor metropolitan area, and the independent
city lies entirely outside of such an area. With the exception of highway
94Becaiise the five major resort cities contribute so large a proportion of the variance
between groups, the analysis of variance was carried out separately as well for the
other 457 cities and for six groups rather than seven. The F values in this instance
are considerably lower than those presentee in Table D-1. However, for all expendi-
ture categories they exceed the F099 value of 3.1. Thus, even without the contribu-
tion to the variance ratios of the major resort cities the conclusion drawn above
remains valid.
63a
expenditures, general control and sanitation, we find th it these three
groups of cities, in the order named, spend decreasing per coita amounts
on each of the expenditure categories. Differences in the leve' of median
family income are clearly highlighted in the substantially larger expendi-
tures of high-income, compared with low-income suburbs, especially with
respect to recreation and sanitation. Similarly, comparison between indus-
trial and residential suburbs, most prominently in the cases of police and
lire protection, brings out sharply the inflticnce of the economic role of
the city. And, finally, the fact that major resort cities necessarily provide
public services for far more people than those enumerated in their census
estimates probably goes a long way in explaining the very high level of
their "per capita" expenditures.
Since important aspects of our system of classification reflect or directly
represent some of the independent variables employed in the multiple
regression analysis, it would seem desirable to examine the question as to
whether or not the classification remains useful or informative when the
analysis of variance is applied to the residuals from the regression analysis
rather than to the observed per capita expenditures. When this is done we
find that the variation in the residuals between types of cities is very much
greater than it is within them. Actually, the ratios of variance among
groups to variance within groups, the 'F' values, are higher in the analysis
of the residuals for total general operating, common functi1, fire protec-
tion and recreation expenditures than they are in the analysis of the
observed per capita expenditures. The F values, ranging from 23.6 in the
case of recreation to 4.3 for general control, are all well above the F
value of 2.8.
Furthermore, we find that when we rank the mean residuals for the
seven groups of cities, the rank orders for core cities of minor metropoli-
tan areas, low-income and industrial suburbs and major resort citiesare.
for all functional categories, identical with or only within plusor minus
one of the rank orders presented in Table 22. High-income :esidential
suburbs rank two places higher for total general operatinge penditure
and two places lower for fire protection, highways andgenei al control.
Independent cities rank two or three places higher for thetotal general
operating, common function and general control categories andcore Cities
of major metropolitan centers fall from third to seventhplace in the case
of total general operating expenditures.
That the results of the two analyses differ as littleas they do is, of course,
not surprising, in light of the fact that the relevant independentvariables,
income, employment, population and, perhaps, densityaccount for con-
siderably less than half of the total varianceamong the 462 cities in per
capita expenditures.
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